Comparison of the dielectric response obtained from fluorescence upconversion measurements and molecular dynamics simulations for coumarin 153-apomyoglobin complexes and structural analysis of the complexes by NMR and fluorescence methods.
We present a comparison of the dielectric response obtained from fluorescence upconversion experiments and from molecular dynamics simulations of the complexes of coumarin 153 with five apomyoglobins (apoMbs): wild-type horse heart (HH-WT) and those of wild-type sperm whale (SW-WT); its two triple mutants, L29F/H64Q/V68F and H64L/V68F/P88A; and its double mutant, L29F/V68L. Comparisons between experimental and simulated solvation relaxation functions, C(t)s, for the wild-type proteins range from very good to excellent. For the three mutants we investigated, however, agreement between experiment and simulation was considerably inferior. Thus, an NMR study of the complex of the HH-WT complex apoMb, and fluorescence energy transfer and anisotropy studies of the five complexes, were performed to investigate the structures upon which the simulations were based. The NMR measurements confirm our earlier conclusions that the C153 lies in the heme pocket of the HH-WT apoMb. For the wild-type complexes, fluorescence energy transfer measurements provide two rise times, suggesting a definite spatial relationship between the two Trp donors and the C153 acceptor. These results confirm the structural integrity of the wild-type complexes and validate the initial structures used for the molecular dynamics simulations. On the other hand, the three mutants provided single exponential rise times for energy transfer, suggesting that the position of the C153 used in the simulations may have been in error or that the C153 is mobile on the time scale of the energy transfer experiment. Fluorescence anisotropy studies also suggest that the double mutant was not structurally intact. Furthermore, examination of these systems demonstrates the sensitivity of C153 to its environment and permits the observation of differences in the heme pockets. These results point to the importance of structural characterization of modified proteins used in studies of the dielectric response and suggest strategies for performing molecular dynamics simulations of modified proteins.